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A ONE MONTH FIELD TRIP TO BORNEO, INDONESIA RESULTED IN THE BRIEF 
OF HOW TO INCREASE RURAL SMALL SCALE FARMERS SOCIOECONOMIC 
STATUS, THROUGH THE USE OF AVAILABLE NATURAL RESOURCES. THE 
RESULT IS SUMBER, A CONSTRUCTION DESIGNED TO CONVERT BIOMASS 
SUCH AS COCONUT SHELLS INTO BIOCOAL AND GAS.

After having had the opportunity to work and 
observe small scale farmers  in Jungkat, Borneo in 
their every day life, the insight of the need for soil 
improvement and the desire for energy became 
evident. Tropical soils around Jungkat are sensitive 
to seasonal changes, pH low and nutrient poor. A 
good soil quality is key to a fruitful harvest and basic 
family income. Based on the profit from harvests, 
farmer families use  either wood or gas as an energy 
source. When gas is not an economical option, 
families use wood fires for cooking, which require 
large amounts of wood and can be harmful if done 
indoors. These two need areas could be fulfilled 
through using natural resources available on the farm.  
Today resources such as coconut shells and rice-
straw are many times considered as waste. Instead 
of using organic resources for soilimprovement and 
energy, many farmers use Lpg gas and chemicals 
distributed by the government. But, governmental 
subsidies create a socioeconomic dependency 
which cannot be sustained in the long term. Thereby 
the goal with this project is to create an option for 
farmers to create their own soil improvement and 
energy through processing their biomass resources. 
This through designing a solution that is inspired 
by farmer behavior, using available materials and 
manufactured so that is easy to maintain at a low 
cost.

The end result is Sumber, a construction that 
allows for conversion of biomass resources, such 
as coconut shells and rice-straw, into biocoal and 
syngas through pyrolysis. 

Biocoal for soil improvement was initially  
established by the people in the Amazon, Brazil 
thousands of years ago. Applying bicoal to poor soil 
can improve its ability to retain nutrients and water, 
thus increasing harvest rate in the long term.  From 
the pyrolysis process needed to make bicoal a bi-
product is syngas. Syngas is a highly combustible 
gas that can be used for cooking directly during the 
process or stored for later usage.

The final implementation of the project is to be 
done later this year, together with local farmers and 
researchers from Tanjungpura University on Borneo. 
By implementing Sumber, the vision is to convert 
linear waste systems into cyclic processes that 
generate no waste. Sumber will provide value for the 
farmer and contribute to a sustainable development 
of small scale agriculture, as biocoal reduces Co2-
emissions by binding Carbon to the soil.

Designidén uppkom under mina fältstudier på 
jordbruk i Indonesien där biomassa betraktas som 
avfall. SUMBER är en apparat som omvandlar 
biomassa, till exempel rishalm och kokosnötsskal, till 
biokol och syntesgas genom pyrolys (förkolning med 
kontrollerad syretillförsel). Målet är att kunna hjälpa 
småskaliga bönder på Borneo så att de självständigt 
kan tillverka biokol för jordförbättring och syngas för 
att laga mat och därmed bidra till ett hållbart jordbruk 
med cykliska resursflöden utan avfall. CO2 som 
annars skulle frigöras i atmosfären binds i jorden och 
därmed minskar de globala CO2 utsläppen.
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